Respected teachers and dear friends,

I stand before you to support the motion that, teaching profession is better than medical profession. You can be the candle that spreads its fight and you can fight up millions of tiny lamps as you pass through fife as a teacher.’ Teaching has always been and continues to be a noble profession. Commercialization has touched it but not seeped right through it. The medical profession has been transformed today. Doctors take the oath but a large number seem to transform their conscience into a commercial money-spinning machine. Doctors’ shops have mushroomed at every nook and corner in our cities. Teaching involves interactive sharing process which can transform the fives and outlook of an individual. The destiny and character of many a leading personality has been shaped in the classrooms. The future of the nation and the future of entire mankind is based on the values imbibed in the early impressionable years of life.

If illiteracy is removed from our country a major problem for us will get solved. Even today an ordinary teacher has basic values and lives a simple life. Doctors on the other hand run after the luxuries of life. All in all, it can easily be said that teaching profession is better than the medical profession

Thank you.